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BMP Trains 2020
Using BMP Trains to Evaluate a 
Watershed to Identify BMP 
Opportunities




























• Improve water quality of urban lake










Project Area - Location
• Urban lake in Central Florida
• Watershed area of 724 acres
• On impaired waters list (FDEP 303D)
–TMDL under development
–Listed for nutrients (TSI)
• Located within Lake Okeechobee Basin
–Active BMAP for nutrients
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Project Area - Location
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Project Area – Land Use and Soils
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Project Area – Land Use and Soils












∑𝐸𝑀𝐶 ∗ 𝐶 ∗ 𝐴
∑𝐶 ∗ 𝐴
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Project Area – Land Use and Soils
• There are tools in BMP Trains to do composite 
non-DCIA CN
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Project Area – Land Use and Soils
• There are tools in BMP Trains to do composite 
EMC
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BMP Trains Model Runs
Existing Conditions
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BMP Trains Model Runs – Existing Conditions 






















Switch to BMP Trains Model
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BMP Trains Model Runs - Results 
• Things to consider
– Subbasins with largest volume






– Smaller volumetric loading =
lower concentration = harder to
treat
– Get most cost effective solution





BMP Trains Model Runs - Results 
Highest TN Conc Lowest TN Conc
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BMP Trains Model Runs - Results 
Highest TP Conc Lowest TP Conc
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BMP Trains Model Runs
Proposed Conditions
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BMP Trains Model Runs – Proposed Conditions 

















BMP Trains Model Runs – Proposed Conditions 
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Switch to BMP Trains Model
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BMP Trains Model Runs – Proposed Conditions 
• Rank BMP options based on TN and TP
removals
– Note reverse ranking
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BMP Trains Model Runs – Proposed Conditions 
• Rank BMP options based on TN and TP
concentrations in basin
– Note reverse ranking
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BMP Trains Model Runs – Proposed Conditions 
• Rank BMP options based on TN and TP mass 
generated in basin
– Note reverse ranking
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BMP Trains Model Runs – Proposed Conditions 
• Calculate Score based on previous rankings and % within County
• Rank BMP Options
Further evaluate highest ranked BMPs
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BMP Trains Model Runs – Proposed Conditions 











BMP Trains Model Runs – Proposed Conditions 
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BMP Trains Model Runs – Proposed Conditions 
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• BMP Trains can be very helpful in performing quick and 
easy BMP project screenings
• Easy to determine average annual
– TN and TP loading
– Runoff volume
• Can easily compare existing and proposed conditions for
large areas
– Potential TN and TP removal
– Expected cost
– Average annual $/lb of TN or TP removed (Benefit Cost)
• Quickly know if a project is worth pursuing
Thank you!
Questions?
Mike Hardin, PhD, PE, CFM
Geosyntec Consultants
(321)244‐1464
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